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HELLO and Thanks for checking us out ;) We LOVE to keep things simple and LIVE to capture

authentic and unforgettable moments! Our goal is to capture richand vibrant images that tell the
story and showcase the true emotions and energy of your love! We created this guide to help you get
the best possible photos and you can also see some previous work and understand what to expect
from a session with LAB. It will answer many of your questions and get you ready to make the most
of your time. We want to create a light, fun, relaxed environment and capture a combination of semiposed and natural, candid moments! We just ask that you do you! We’ll be in charge of capturing it in
the most authentic way possible. After, our work is custom edited in house - it is a big deal!
Check our package options and if ya like what you see, reach out to talk details!
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ENGAGEMENT
COLLECTIONS

We FOCUS on getting an amazing combination of semiposed photos as well as those authentic interactions!
This is going to be low key, relaxed and fun – we promise! 
all packages include: style guide, location consult, print
rights, on-line gallery, professional editing and high-res
digital download.
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CITY + FOOTHILLS

• 45-60 min session
• location consult+ 1 location
• print rights
$
• online gallery
• professional editing
• high res digital file download + $75 print credit!
• 30-45 images

395

02

MOUNTAIN

• 90-120min session
$
• location consult + 2 locations
• print rights
• online gallery
• professional editing
• high res digital file download + $100 print credit!
• 60-90 images

695

03

ADVENTURE

• 1/2 day Adventure session
• location consult+ multiple locations $
• print rights
• online gallery
• professional editing
• high res digital file download + $200 print credit!
• 120+ images

995
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W I T H M Y W H O L E H E A R T,
FOR MY WHOLE LIFE
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Frequently Asked Questions
WHAT CAN WE EXPECT FROM OUR SESSION? We like to keep things super relaxed during

your session. Not everyone loves getting their photo taken! With our sessions, we focus on getting
a combination of semi-posed photos as well as those authentic interactions - a combination of
candid moments and some with a little posing - we’ll make you look good!!

HOW DO WE PICK A LOCATION? Sometimes you already have a spot picked out and that’s

great! If your not too sure on location, this guide is meant to help spark some ideas. If you’re still
not sure, we can schedule a consult call to figure it out.

WHEN CAN WE EXPECT TO RECEIVE OUR PHOTOS? We know ya can’t wait to see your photos so we will get a SNEAK/PREVIEW up on Facebook or Instagram @labphotographydenver with
in the week, and your full gallery will be available for download 2-4 weeks after your session!
CAN WE DOWNLOAD AND PRINT OUR PHOTOS AND WHAT IS THE FILE SIZE LIKE?

YES! You will get a link so you can download the high resolution images and will also receive a
print release. You can print the photos anywhere but we highly recommend printing from your
galley and our professional lab to ensure the highest quality prints!

WHAT KIND OF EDITING IS INCLUDED? Light editing and color correction are included! Excessive edits are available for an hourly rate and include things like severe acne, bra straps, glass
glare, head swaps, body modifications etc.

ARE YOU AVAILABLE FOR TRAVEL? Yes! CONTACT us for more info!
WHAT IS REQUIRED TO BOOK LAB PHOTOGRAPHY FOR MY SESSION?

A signed agreement and a 50% retainer. Both can be completed securely in your on-line portal.
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Additional time 395/hr
Simple 10 x 10 Designed Album 795
P R I N T S , C A N VA S E S + M E TA L S
available in a variety of sizes

VIDEO

PHOTO
01
02
03

ADD ONS

01
02

ADD ONS
45 sec Save the Date 695
90 sec engagement trailer 995

*NOTE ON DRONE COVERAGE - drone coverage is not allowed in
many locations, we will need to confirm we can fly in your location.
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Style,TIPS

+WHAT TO WEAR

1. MATCHING IS OUT. COORDINATING IS IN.

We know you’re together - So, wearing the same color looks a bit dated. Coordinating color is what really brings you together. KEEP IT SIMPLE! If one of you
is wearing a PATTERN or PLAID, keep the other simple and solid! Pick a color
from the print to choose for the solid;) STAY clear of fluorescents & Primary colors. I recommend richer versions of primary colors. No - Yellow • YES - mustard,
NO - red • YES - maroon and NO primary blue YES - navy or aqua. NEUTRALS
are always a great way to keep it classic!

2. WEAR WHAT YOU FEEL GOOD IN + HAVE FUN

If you aren’t comfortable in what you’ve chosen for pictures, it will show. If you
can’t find a dress you feel good in, but you rock a good pair of skinny jeans, do
that. If you can barely walk in heels, there’s no harm in doing cute and comfy
flat boots or pretty sandals. OR DO BOTH! We suggest one dressy, classy, rockstar outfit and one casual! You will get a lot more variety in your shots, so why
not capitalize on the opportunity if we can;)

3. DRESS FOR THE SITUATION BUT BE FLEXIBLE

You know that it can be 30 and cloudy one day, 75 and sunny the next. Be prepared to be flexible with outfits in case you have to switch it up last minute. If
your too hot or cold - you won’t be happy and it will reflect in the final images.
Accessorize and add Layers for dimension and depth. Layer your dress with a
cute belt and pendant necklace. Cardigans, statement necklaces, scarves, hats,
etc. POP some COLOR!

4. PLAN AHEAD AND SPLURGE A LITTLE

Make sure you have given yourself enough time to think about all of the details
of your session and everything you want out of it. Give yourself enough time so
you aren’t rushing and stressing out right before your session and make sure
to EAT and bring H20! Go all out and look your best. Guys make sure you have a
fresh haircut and shave. Ladies, if you like, splurge on hair, make-up and nails so we can focus on the ring;)

5. CHOOSING THE RIGHT COLORS
Wear colors that compliment your features and skin tones! Don’t force a color
that doesn’t look good on you and choose colors that flatter! Think about the
location - you don’t want to blend in or match the location! So, stay away from
wearing a lot of green when having photos taken in grassy/wooded areas and
don’t wear red or pink if we’re going to RED ROCKS or GARDEN of the GODS.
Also, THINK ABOUT YOUR HOME decor, colors, and style. Chances are, at some
point after your session, you will be ordering prints. Why not keep your colors
and style in mind and ensure that it all blends into your home and that any
large portraits will coordinate beautifully.
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PICKING THE RIGHT

LOCATION

We work with each couple to choose the perfect location! Once we know a little more about your specific
vision for your session - how far do you want to drive? are you up for a hike? need those mountains?
We do as many outfits and locations as you would like in the amount of time you have booked.
More time = more outfits, locations and photos!
COLORADO is stunning and we have so many gorgeous places to choose from, but we want the session
to reflect on the 2 of you! Have an open mind when it comes to location(s). Let’s play together! Coffee
shops, breweries, downtown, your first date location, mountains, the family property, on a lake, camping
under the stars, amusement parks, in home? The sky is the limit! Lets do this right!
NOTE: Many locations require permits. Some are free and some cost hundreds so we need to plan ahead;)
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LOVE LETTERS
TARA + TOM

"Tom and I just got a chance to sit down and look through the
photos and I absolutely LOVE them!! I am so so happy with the
result and I want to thank you so much for being so wonderful to us and making us look good! ;) You were so much fun to
work with too!! We’ll think over which prints we want and what
we want for the block, but just want you to know I am so happy
with the pictures thank you so much!“

KAIH + KOREY

I'm in LOVE!!! You saw
my vision and turned
it into so much more
than I imagined!! I am
so excited to see the
rest! Thank you so so
much!!

GRECIA + SCHAFFER
We had a great experience with Leah, she
was friendly, funny,
and very professional.
We had a good time,
despite not being models, she captures very
good pictures. 100%
recommended!! We’re
so happy! P.S.: now my
husband says he wants
to be a model because
he looks great in the
pictures hehe ... Thanks
Leah !

PRISCILLA + LINDSEE

“I had the pleasure of
working with both Leah
and her husband on our
wedding day and the
experience could not
have been any better!
Leah took charge when
we requested guidance
and also went with the
flow when I felt the need
to take charge with our
family photos. I am absolutely IN LOVE with the
work both Leah and her
husband provided!”

MIMI + MATT

It was such a magical day!!! Thank you for being so amazing! I’m obsessed with them! And they just keep reminding
me of what an amazing day it was! You guys make us look
so good! love them!!
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